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BRIEFS AND ORAL ARGUMENTS 6EEN GNU
CHILDREN'S HOUR 'MISS GOHEN
HEVI
BOWLIN
G
IN THE TELEPHONE ACTION
TOO LONG AT THE LIBRARY NEW TEACHER WAS DELAYED
THE; LAWYERS HAVE AGREED UPON THIS MODE OF PROCEDURE IN GETTING BEFORE JUDGE EVANS THE QUES- MRS. ELIZA SWEENEY LOCKED
MANY OF THE LITTLE ONES SHE TAKES CHARGE OF NEW REV
PERMANENT — DEPU I Y
BANKS DID NOT ARRIVE
TION OF MAKING INJUNCTION
UP FOR DISORDERLY
mnrrikyv
WERE THMISE
ROOM
A'r
YESBLADES LOsile.a - HIS V.'12:..."": t.--1.27.
"e
"
. ('OM!'
TERDAY.
MEN WHO WILL BE TAKE.4 TO ATLANTA, GA., FEDERAL
kiUMJADAY.
PRISON—WILLIE GREEK LiIVEN CHANCE TO SKIP OUT IF
HE WANTS TO DO SO—TRUSTEE CECIL REED WILL SELL Chief Collins Yesterday Moved
His' They Were Treated With EntertainREHKOPF FIRM STOCK DECEMBER 4TH — HAPPENINGS
Office Back to the Front Room— ' ing Talks Pertaining to Days of
AMONG THE COURTS.
Other Police Business.
Our Forefathers.

SUPERINTENDLNT LXAMINED
PRESIDING ELDER MUM
NUMnER Of TLACHERS
PREACHES TWICE TODAY

—4
City

ight
Ha

Hon Ilal S. Corbett, and the city
solicitor, representing the City of
Paducah, have reached an agreement
with the lawyers of the East Tennewt Telephone company, wherein
the injunction suit of the latter against
the City of Paducah will come up in
the nature of briefs and oral arg%ments before Judge Walter Evans in
the United States court at Louisville
Judge Evans opens his Owensboro
fedetal branch of court tomorrow, to
be in session for several days, and
after be finishes this and returns to
Louisville the Paducah attoreeys will
agree upon a date when they shall go
*unction
to Louisville and take the
litigation up before him. When he
held court here for the Paducah
branch of U S. tribunal last week. he
'informed the attorneys he would take
the matter up in whatever was, ind
at whatever time, they desired.
Briefs of the facts will be taken up
for submission to him. and oral
argument. made by the lawyer' The
telephone company has a temporary
inienction preventing the City of
l'aducah form -ousting" the company
from doing business here on account
of 14 having no municipal franchise
and ISOM the lawyers are preparing for
the motion the company has to make
the restraining order permanent
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Sell Rehkopra Stock.
Referee Bagby, of the bankrupt
court, has issued an order empowering Trustee Cecil Reed of the E
Rehkopt Saddlery company's bankrupt prOccedings to sell about &mow
worth of uncontested stock at the
firm's house. The trustee will sell the
goods on December 4th to the highest bidder, the sale Wing public. The
money derived from disposition of the
good. will be held by the trustee until directed by the referee to distribute
it among the creditors in partial
liquidetion of the firm debts, that are
many times in excess of the stock's
%ablation.

'Many children were entertained
yesterday afterno
a n at the Carnegie
)
1;brary, by Mis Aline Bagby. the
talented assistant librarian, who accorded the little ones "A Children's
Hour." during which she addressed
:hen' upon "The Landing of The Pitrims" and "The First Thanksgo.ine
,n an unusually entertaining
and
catchy manner characteristic of lifr
remarks to the children.
Colonial styles prevailed in the
decoritions for the gathering as on a
table were representations oi an Indial' wigwam a primitive, log cabin
like those used by the first civiliael
ceetipants of this country, cedar trees
snow, tic, while scattered around the
room were pumpkins, wheat itazks
in' corn-stalks
.
lhe children were in-tru.iteil Li
events of olden days from some charts
while.the ,vat)s of the quarter were
covered with flags of different count...co,
llie children esidenced the'r appreciation by their keen interest manifested It was a most happy and
unique for them.

Chief's Office Moved.
Last spring Chief Collins moved his
office from the front room, and combined it with the judge's quarter to
the rear. The move was prompted
mostly on account of it being nearly
impossible to hear over the telephones, with the windows up. such a
great radices came in from the brick
streets outside Now that winter has
returned and the window'- can be
lowered, the ripe( yesterday missed
his effects back into the front office
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YESTERDAY WAS "IOWA
DAY" IN pout;Aii
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NOT BE VIOLATED
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COUNTY
TEACHERS
HOLD REV. G. W.
BANKS DID NOT GET
THEIR NEXT MONTHLY AT
IN TIME TO PREACH AT
LONE OAK.
•
TRIMBLE CHURCH.
High School Club Will Play the R.
Rev. Chiles Has Two Children He
L. C.„ Football Team Upon
Mares to Procure Homes for—
Grounds Next Thursday.
Other Church Work.

•
•'
Miss Addle Goheen, of this city, hes
Presiding Elder Blaclaird of the
been selected as the teacher to take
Methodist churches will this morning
charge of the new room that will be
preach at the Broadway Methodist
opened at the McKinley public school church,
while no worship will be held
budding in Mechanicsburg, as soon at that
building in the evening.
as the plasterers finish their work upRev. W. T. Bawling yesterday teleon the ceilios and walls. She is a graphed
from Memphis, to Itr. B. R.
State Litysor UMW.
very bright and capable young lads, Scott.
stating that it would be imNelson & Sears. the saloonists of
and when this room is ready foe
possible for him to come here and
Third and Norton streets, have sold
opening several of the rooms will
preach today at his church, to which
their state liquor license to Stith &
shifted about in such a manner that congregation
he was assigned &wins
Vincent, it being transferred yestershe 'ill have in her room the A-2 sod the conference
last week. Friday Dr
day by the county clerk to the pm B-3 grades Superintendent Lieb ex- Bowling
notified Presiding
Elder
chasers.
pected to have the room opened week Blackard
that he would get here last
bfore
last,
but
the
plasterers
have
been.
Stole Coop and Fowls,
venues at 9:30 o'clock over the N.
Licensed to Warty.
unable to get started with their work C. & St.
Yesterday morning shilc Lus T
I-. and be in the pulpit today
The clerk issued marriage licenses
on account of prior contracts,
Clark had back turned at the city
but something must have occurred to
as follows - R G Rainey. aged 2.4 of
Teachers Reansined.
Market, someone stole a coop con alter his plans
Rev. Bowling will
the city and Lucy Pettie, aged 24 of
Yesterday Superintendent Lieb ex- bring his
taming two dozen chickens from the
family with him.
Fulton; Peter M Welton, aged 26 of
amined a number of teachers of the
rear ..f his market bench.
TWO CIRCUltS
Rev. G. W. Banks, the nee pastor
'his city. and Roberta Wylma
public schools whose teachership for the Trimble
street Methodist
der-on. aged 31 of Kuttawa; Forrest
Railroader Arrested.
All New Arcs Are Up Except Upon certificate, have expired by limitation, church, had not arrived last night, as/
Lindsey. aged to of Ingleside, the
and some of whom have had no docu- if he does not get here
An Iffiams Central railroad man
Two of the Sections of City.
today, Presid
county. and Lucy May Knight. aged
ment of this character heretofore ing Elder Blackard
named Brown was arrested.early thi.
will
fill that pulto
of
the
county
Prisoners.
For
Condo.
morning by Officers McCune and
All the new electric lights are up Those takkag the exicoinations were pit this evening. If the new divine
Deputy United State. Marshal Win
Wood on the charge of knocking Wil- except those on the Union depotscir- Masses Adah Brazleton, Lucy Scott comes he will occupy the
pulpit binsProperty Transferred.
Blades of the office of Varshal George
ford McCormick. down out ou Ken- coil. and those on that circuit down Clara St John, Blanche Mooney, self
Property in Fountain park addition tucky avenue in the red light district
Long. at Louoville. *ill arrive here
about the old I. C freight house at Acc Goheen, Maud Bryant, Floyd
about Beat VS'irdnesday or Thursday has been bought by Kate C Owen
•
Sixth and Campbell The old lights Swift, and Inez Bell. All of then
Resew 11111edea.
.
r after the three parties who are now from Emile Scherate. -for PAD' and the
burniagi 011 these two circuits, but inn 4111001issd kw pinery ipmle an%
are
Deities
Arrested.
Rev.
R.
W. Chiles of the- Mestere-ir the McCracken county jail await- deed recorded yesterday with the
Ben Satterfield. colored, was ar- • by tomoreernight the new ones will tillawies with 4124116100. Of MUG Mission church on South Third street
iing to he taken to the federal prison county clerk.
rested
at loth and Norton streets last be up aid then all the old arcs done 1 Brazleton, who took the granwner and his assistants, are holding nightJ H Ifouitton transferred en James
at Atlanta Ga They were given
by
night
Officer Senser on the charge away with The new lights are giving i grade testa. Altkoegb the superis- ly services now, and extend a cordial
- terms iltieng the United States court Sliismeyer for Sew land out in the of vagrancy
eminent satisfaction every,s here over I tendent has supervisios of the ex- invitation to the entire public to come
He was locked up
session here under Judge Walter county.
aminations, they are conducted under out and join in the worship
the city
Officer
Hurley
locked
arrested
and
which is
Property on the South Side of West
Evans the first of last week. On &cdirection of the school board com- resulting in many conversions
up
Jackson.
3
Herbert
on
colored,
erium of the many railroad washouts Broadway *as sold by R. M. Allen
breach of the peace charge He was
Mr. Chiles has two orphan children
—Mr and Mrs Schmidtt of .'ic mittee consisting of Trustees Anthony
occurring last week in the South. the to Oscar Reber for $t and other conList. J. S. Troutman and U. S. Wal- who want homes, nee a boy
Eleventh
taken
Caldwell.
at
and
Mayfield
road,
have
a
new
girl baby.
twelve
deputy did not care to leave here with siderations.
-ton The superintendent is now go- years of age find the other
a little
—.....••••••••••••=mfm••.a.
W W Rogers sold to Oscar Reber
his prisoners for Atlanta, for fear his
ing over•the que•tions the parties girl of five. Anyone
desiring to adopt •
train would get side-tracked and he for $1 and other etinsiderations, prop
answered, in order to ascertain how fine looking and bright children
can
lose several days on the road during erty on the South Side of West Broad
many are correct. In this manner he communicate
with
Rev
Chiles.
Thtraffic
Fedway
condition
of
unsettled
thc
gets at the percentage, which gOs...rns latter is preparing
for his ThanksNlargeret and Jeff Read sold to Mr.
court will be opened tomorrow
the length of time for which
giving visit to the homes of many
Owen5t.oro by Judge Evans, and Phoebe Riglesberger for $1,3oo propdocuments are good A high per cen
:
t poor in this 'city, at which timr he will
close about Wednesday The proba- erty on South Third near Elizabeth
for -s•S'eral years, a low per cent for distribute the food, clothing and other
be
street.
bilities are that several parties to
only a year or two.
things being donated by the public
Mrs. Allie Gardner sold to Mrs
tried there will be given terms in
io help in the work
Comity Teachers' Lieseary.
CUMMINIB
GOVERNOR
AND
B.
A.
PARTY
OF
16o
VIRTUALLY
prison. and if they are Deputy Mar- Riglefberger for $2,too property on
A very large attendance was pres\ POSSESSED THIS CITY—THEY WERE GREETED ON ARtha Blades will come on here with South Third near Elizabeth street
ent
yesterday at the county school
Ihilidlog Society.
ENTERTAIN
ED
RIVAL
-AND
THROUGHOU
T THE DAY—THE
the Owensboro convicts. and picking
Harry Meyer and Fred Nagel
The Building society of the First
VISITORS IN MANY WAYS SHOWED THEIO DEEP APPRE- budding in Rowlandtown, where the
up the Paducah trio. proceed on to transferred to the McCracken Real
CIATION OF THE NUMEROUS UNEXPECTED COURTESIES monthly literary session by the edu- Presbyterian church meets tomorrow
He Estate and Mortgage company for $t
Attend with the whole hunch
cators of the county school system afternoon at 2 o'clock at 'the pastor's
THEM
SHOWN
will have a guard or two along with and other considerations, property
f
was conducted. Many time features ,- tody. The lessop will he from the
him to help handle the prisoners The on 24th and 25th streets Q.' West
were on the progtram, and the teach- 12th chapter of John
three waiting here for his custody are Broadway
ers decided that their next moat*
Yesterday was "Iowa Day" in Pa- at the Elks Home rde committee.
Henry Davis. Wallace Woolfort and
mission will be held at the building in
Home Mission Society.
Davis got six
Prank Richardson
ducah, as this city had as her guests of Paducah ladies receiving them
Lose
Oak
during
The
the
latter
Women's, Home Mission sopart
of
were
years for assisting Curtis Ingram ia
Mrs.
Dr. Voris, Mrs. I. D. WilGovernor A. B. Cummins and delegaDecember.
ciety of the Trimble street Methodist
counterfeiting money in Paducah
tiog of gio from that state, and the cox, Mrs Louis M. Rick:, Sr., Mrs.
church will meet at 3 o'clock tomorRicbardtion got a term for breaking
city was .turned over to. them. The Eli G. Boone, and others, while the .
Visitors Deported.
row afternoon at the residence of Mrs
into the postoftice at Mexico, Crtitenpunch
bowl
was
extensive
visitors had no idea any
atpresided over by
Yesterday morning at 2 o'clock the E C. Adams roto Harrison street
den county. Ky.. while Woolfort got
tention was it be shown them, there- Misses Blanche Hills, Manic Cobb, Hopkinsvilk
football team left for its
term for receiving from Richardson
fore it is but natural they were loud Susie Thompson, Ethel Brooks and home in that city,
after coming here
Special Music.
postage stamps the -latter had stolen
in their praises of the cordial hos- Lillie Mae WInstead.
and playing the Paducah lads Friday
Today the musical program of last
from the Mexico office.
•
•
Last evening at 6:3o o'clock the afternoon'
pitality. although they confessed that
when the latter captured Sunday will be repeated at the
Grace
NO PERFORMANCE WILL BE the unexpectd was what should have delegation left for their homes over honors by a score of 12 10 0.
Episcopal church The rector's Bible
thc Illinois Central They were acAlleged Bootlegger.
anticipated,
been
inasmuch
as
the
ATTEMPTED TODAY AT
clav meets at 4:10 o'clock tomorrow
John Jackson, white, Was arrested
iepieation of Kentucky for hospital- companied as far as the Egyptian dity
KENTUCKY
afternoon. while Thursday morning at
Thanksgiving
Game.
yesterday in
Mechanicsburg
by
ity is so widespread, and they were by General Agent John T. Donovan
ie:45 o'clock Thanksgiving worsnip
"rhe
High
school
football
club
will
Deputy United States Marshal Wade
giad of an opportunity to share in the and Trainmaster McCabe of the
'viii
play
the
be conducted.
R.
L.
C.,
team
on
the base'Brown and taken before U. S. SoM"real thing" which they found on all These two latter returned here last
ball
grounds
Owners
of
next
the
Thursday
afternoon,
Playhouse
Found
War sides. It could be readily seen they night.
trissioner
Gardner
answer
to
it being the annual Thanksgiving
rants Would Be Issued for VioChristian Science.
The good things 'the visitors said
to the charge of bootlegging. The
were more than pleased n their relation
and
"eincient and Modern Necromancy"
Canceled
Date.
commissioner set the case for a hearabout Paducah before leaving, were game.
COL
iv:11 be the subject for this morning'
--"ing next Tuesday in his court. The
Both boats had been expected too numerous to mention, but this
worship, at ro o'clock by the Christian
deputy %ern to Murray looking for
place
h
as
a
warm
spot
in their hearts.
about et o'clock, but thp City of MemYale Beat Harvard.
Ssientists
at their hall in 427 Broa:V
No
performance
Jackson, who got wind of
will be given to- phis got in at 7:45 o'clock, therefore
Mr
The dispatches of last evening way.
Prayer services will be held at
Brown's pretence there and skipped day at The Kentucky theater by the the reception committee was not pres ILLINOIS CENTRAL IN
showed that yesterday afternoon tbe 7;30
o'clock next Wednesday evening
Miss Ruth Grey company as was an- cut at
Out for this dty. The
RUNNING
ls
SHAPE Yale football club defeated the Harthe wharf to meet them. By
marshal rushed back here on trail nounced. as the owners of the opera the time the Saltilo got here at 8:45
The I. C. is gradually getting its vard boys on the grotmds of the
of hi. nein and - nablie'd him on the house reconsidered their intentions o'clock. though, Mayor Yeiser and Southern divisions in better running fiertner, by a score
of 6 to o. Profersosr
HORSE BALKS AND
which would have resulted in wac- his assistants
South Side
were on band to greet shape, but ,jt will be the last of this Shrieves, the science teacher of the
rants being taken out if the Sunday
week
before
all
the
washouts
are re- Paducah schools, is a graduate of
SETS DOWN
the delegation, which st as brought
laws were violated.
Greek' Released.
Harvard and naturally feels disapup to the Elks Home on North Firth' paired and bridgework done.
On account of the divisions South pointed over his college club losing.
. Willie Greek waes yesterday re- /The managers called upon Mayor where an informal reception was
leased from the county jail where he Yeiser yesterday and wanted permis- held, sandwiches and cigars being of this city beina so tornuo as result
MTS. Anna Scott
Yesterday Sued
'has been for the past ,month or so sion to give a show, but the mayor served. The visitors were taken upon Of the weshouts, the yards here are
James Estes for Return of Her
serving out heavy fines
assessed told them they could not violate the three special street cars over the packed with loaded freight cars that
Money.
FUNERAL TODAY.
against him by Judge Lightfoot and laws. They claimed it was to be in entire., city as guests of General Man cannot be gotten out towards their
Justice Charles Emery on account of the nature of a lecture, and a con- eget- John Bleecker of the traction Southern destination until traffic reMrs. Anna B. Scott yesterday filed
Greek selling intoxleatieg liquor with- tribution taken up, but as The adver- company. This tour was finished at sumes. The merchandise in the -cars Remains of Thelma Hen Consigned in the court of Justice Charles Emout a license at his refreshment stand tisements show a charge of admit- noon, when a concert of several is worth about half-a-million dollars.
cry a suit against James Estes for
to Last Restiou mace,
at the entrance to Wallace park tance was to be made the opera pieces was then given in front of the and for fear thieves may loot-some
recovery of $40 she paid Estes for u
Judge Lightfoot says 'he has some house owners canceled the engage- Pelmor by the Seth Iowa militia band of the cars, the officials have added
horse. She claim *that Estess told
two extra special policemen to help
This vrtise •.• i at 2 c.'C1‘.4:1-- :lie 1.er on selling her the horse that ;t
snore Ones for Greek to serve . It is ment.
that accompanied the visitors.
patrol the yards nightly.
'A ferret-al
..1! 1.,
however, that if Greek will
1.•.• over .he was gentle and all right in every reThe mayor 16Id them they could
la she afternoon ,The Kentucky
re-mains
skip oet be will not be looked up, as give s lecture, but directed Chief of allanagement invited
-Vic lir
spect. The woman in her petition.
all the visitors
—Mr. Sam Dryfuss is confined at residence of hethe aullugities would rather rid ,the Folice,Collins to have warrants
r.
sets up the plea that the horse is,
is-- to the Ruth Gray performance and his home with a
sprained back as re. lisrd Of Kentucky ivenne betweeo balky, and when urged to go
vonmannity of him than have him lay *sued if any violations of the 1.
5w vinare while many attended a large number
forward
=nit of trying to lift a heavy bchtat Third and Fourth streets. Interment sits down upon
aoto the les/lies
attempted.
its tutunclasa
of the Iowa ladies were entertained :heir liquor store.
follows at Oak Grove cemetery,
never moyas an inch.
_
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Min

Mrs. Eliza Sweeney could not behave any longer, and yesterday got
out upon the streets in a drunken and
disorderly manner, and had her way
with things until along came Officers
Terrell and Alexander, who were
forced to lock her up. She gets a
trial tomorrow in the police court, it
being the first time -he has been up
fr sortie weeks
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BRING THE LITTLE ONES
TO TOY LAND, YOU WILL ENJOY IT YOURSELF.
OUR STOCK OF TOYS ARE
UNSURPASSED BY NONE
EVERY THING IN TOYS AT
OGILV IE'S.
(First Floor)

PAIKY

OON'T FAIL
TO VISIT OGILVIE'S MONDOY AND TUESDAY—FOR
*
0 SURPRISE YOU WITH PRICES
WE ARE JOIN
UNHEADS OF IN

LAND

Come to Fairy-land ant' see the
finest assortment of dolls ever
brought to Paducah.
We have every kind and price doll
you can wish for.
Make your select:on while the stock
is unbroken.
(F.rst

dO
-

aunt, Mrs. Donnie Houchin -of MrSeries of Germans.
A series of germans unusually elab- tropolis, the ceremony being perorate Will be given this winter by the formed by Rev. Theodore Hall of
Cotillion club, which has outlined the the, Christian church, The couple
dates for them. There will be six of returned that evening and are now rethe balls, the first of which will be siding at the home of the br.de's fathWE HAVE NO ROOM HERE TO DESCRIBE
next Wednesday evening at the Palm- er, Mr. Finis Dunn of 425 South Sixth
THE
GOODS ADVERTISED, BUT REMEMBER ITS OGILer, it being the Thanksgiving eve en- street. They originally intended martertainment. The others are Decem- rying next Thursday, but to surprise
VIE'S AND WHEN WE SAY A THING IS ALL LINEN
ALL LINEN ETC.—WE DO AS FE ADVERTISE.
ber a6, New Year's eve, February 24 their friends, advanced the date to
ITS
SUIIS
Shrove Tuesday and Easter week last Thursday and hied themselves
ALL WE ASK IS FOR YOU TO COME AND BE CONto Metropolis for a quiet nuptials, it
VINCED—PLENTY OF SALESPEOPLE TO ATTEND
Wednesday.
If you have waittd t) get a
The club has decided that this • not being an elopement.
TO YOUR WANTS. REMEMBER WE HAVE OTHER
•
e
$1S.O0
•
to
$12.50
cut
in
DRESS GOODS here it is
year, whenever a young lady is visit-1
THINGS JUST AS CH EAP AS THESE ADVERTISED
All of those pretty
lug in the city and her host or host- P. D. C. Club Meeting.
THE SPACE TO TELL YOU
NOT
HAVE
WE
ONLY
are
trimed
pieces
of ALL W001. material
suits so nicely made and
Miss Nelia Hatfield of 24Orth Sevess is not a member of the club, the
ABOUT THEM
se inches wide—newts' waves—
two latter will be extended the cour- enth street 'Will next-Seturday afterTuesday
and
Monday
going
tesies of the ball invitations, while noon entertain the P. D. C. club, inchecks and invisible plaids. The
Just to think at this season we are
the parents of the club members will stead of yesterday afternoon, as origfor
going to place before )ou, Monday
kind that vrni cheap at $1.00
inally intended.
be welcomed accordingly.
only.
handsome suits that sold
those
•
is
•
of
All
chairman
of
l
Mrs. J. Victor Voris is
Monday.
ao dos. boxes of Ladies all Linen In79c
the committee to arrange for the get- i The Philatchea Club.
for from $25.00 to $3o•oo dollars are
itial H. S. Handkerchiefs (the 25c
7
pieces
new
dress
goods
a
splen•
assistants
The
Philathea club of the First
'man favors, she having as
each kind) 6 in a neat boa at per box
its at Ogilvie's.
$1975
Monday and Tuesday
Misses Lillie Mac Winstead, Frances Rapist church will enbertain next
didv alue at eoc Monday 39c
of six at
$115
Coleman, Ethel Brooks. Martha Da- Tuesday evening at the St. Nicholas
the
ones,
50 doz. Ladies H. S. Esnbroidered all
And those beautiful $35.00
vis. Faith Langstaff, Manic Coobb and hotel on South Third street, with a
Linen neat design Handkerchiefs.
' "Gypsy Form" entertainment, at
Mrs. Henry Rudy.
best to be had are to be sold
The regular 25c glade for
290
•••
which time all the guests will attend
to
dos.
Men's
H.
all
S.
Linen
isc
$2175
in costume indicative of the roaming
Bans Published.
at .. •
Handkerc hiefs, each
10e
Miss Annie McLaughlin and Mr tdilatall amel 6ries setill be assessed
before
That are ALL SILK, deep
Think it over and call early
John Albert had their hafts published anyone who tries to "get swell" by
3 pieces of choice Silks, good
ruffled,
newest shades, good silk
last Sunday at St. Francis de Sales. wearing collars, shined boots, earthey are all gone
and
stylish
made
well
and
to
sell
shades for evening or street Wear
The nuptials occurs sometime during' rings, waxed hair, hats with flowers
worth Sew
MONDAY
ONLY
on them, while those indulging in ponext month.
—perfect
candition Monday
at
ITS AT OGILVIE'S.
•••
$298
litical arguments, flirting or telling
Entre Nous Club.
secrets will be heavily taxed.
33 cents
(Second Floor.)
Miss Nell Holland captured the
A very large number of imitations
IF YOU SILL IT IN OUR AD IT'S SO
first prize of a "Gidton Rook" during have been issuel and a charming time
the Entre Nous club meeting Tuesday si-ranged for the happy occasion
•*•
afternoon with Miss Marjorie Bagby
of Broadway near Ninth. A similar Happy Social Evening.
sift went to Miss Frances Terrell for
Misses Dorothea and Susie Oberthe lone-hand play
haused of 52! SouSlh Nine teristli I
Co.
L. B. OGILVIE
The gathering of the young ladies street entertained a number of
was one of much delight dainty re- friends wit!. a delightful social Teesfreshments following the game, those day evening, refreshments and games
..n. ba. Rieke Card Pare.
there being Misses Angie Thomas combining for a happy gaiherinv
Pee Calmed Vision.
Bonnie and Mr. Nolan Van Culin. Mr. passing on several appbcat
Misses Carrie and Claribel Rieke
membership
Frances Wallace, Susie Thompson.
Mrs. Maurice Nash, Jr., sied Mrs
Those there were Misses Laurabell and Mrs. Charles Thompson, Mr.
• ••
have issued invitidions for a card 1\ en Oregon Roprue of Louisville
Ethel Brooks, Mary Scott, Corinne Prince, Bonnie Prince, Lillian Dickie and Mrs. M. B. Nash, Mr and Mrs.
party to be given Wednesday after- were the honored guests for a chairniWind, May Owete Labe Mae' May Poat. Ethel Acree. Lizzie May E. G. Boone, Mr. and Mrs. Will Bradtheir home on Kentucks nig bridge -luncheon tendered Wed "rida% evening noon
wasFol
lkL
y ng
il°u
\\Instead. Rena Hatfield, Frances Mansfield Eva Miller. Mary F.asles shaw, Jr., Miss Elizabeth Nash and
r pir
hia
op
spent by a ntsintser of young people as
Terrell. Sarah Sanders and Nell Hol- Willie Ritter, Laura Obenhausen, and Mr. Douglas Nash.
nesday afternoon by Mrs. Henry E.
land.
"Thompson of South Sixth street. It
Messrs. John Weitlauff, Albert Hen-' The coffee and dining rooms were .guests of Master Turner Lowell of
•••
was a delightful favor for the i•pal..
sen, Joe Yogi, Floran Shoulta. E I presided over by Mr. and Mrs. James rountain' avenue, the povilar little Wedding Annagrassont.
Miss Minnie T. Souder and Mr visitors, seven tables being filled
Standard Club Euchre.
Engler*, Herman Ileavrin, Bernard Campbell, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. H. S mellow entertaining at tw, y games
wits
The Standard club members enjoy- Drown, Ben Scott, Ruia. Raney.
Wells, Mr. and Mrs H. E. Thomp- and serving his guests so' • delicious Charles R. Hall will he united in mar- players who whiled away several
•••
ed one of their attractive euchres
siin, Mr. and Mr• C E. Richard- dainties Those invited % re Misses riage next Thursday afternoon at 1 hours at this well known home.
an Meter o'clock in the paroIrs of the Illinois
Tuesday evening at the handsome Hand-Haunter% Nurials.
The beautiful hand -painted plate
son, Mrs. C H. Blaney, Mrs. Linneaus Hannah Corbett, Helen
club rooms on Broadway between
Miss Drusilla Hand and Mr Fred Orme, Miss Lillie Mae Winstead Sarah Corbett, Mary Tery Burnett Central railroad hospital oti West was taken by Mrs Frank Boyd as
Fourth and Fifth streets.
Ilassman were united in the holy Miss Corinne Winstead, Miss Letitia Anna Hayes, Martha C.cpe, Gladys Broadway. The ceremony will he first prize, and the silver whist counThe pretty vase went to Mrs. Jake bonds of wedlock Wednesday morn- Powell, Miss Elizabeth Sinnott, Mr. t000urrs Grace Hills, and Masters performed by Rev. W. E. Cave of the ter to Mr • Nash as the visitor's gift.
'Wallerstein as the ladies' gift, while ing by Rev Father Jansen at the St I Wallace Weil
Edwin Lightfoot, George Hughes, Jr. First Presbyterian church, witnessed
‘
Orme captured t he
• ••
Mr. Simon Hecht captured the pair Francis de Sales parsonage, and imRabb Noble Karislausi. !rimy Leake by only their most intimate
s the second trophy.
of gold cuff buttons for the gentle- mediately afterwards the young pair, Matinee Musicale.
and relitises. Inimeckately after the
and Lucien Burnett
A delicious course luncheon 4,11ceremony the pair leave for a South- lowed the cards.
onan's prize.
Mil.
Matinee
left for Chicago. where they are now
"Flu- la4ves of the
CS.
• • •
ern bridal tour, from which they reenjoying their honeymoon. Upon cale club have postponed Oven the For Out-of-Town Guests.
Former Paducah Girl.
One of the nicest aff:i.rs of the turn to take up their home at Fifth Five Hundred Club.
their return the last of this week they; coining Tuesday to the cvCflifl f DeCards were received .ICf
week was the card p:rty Friday and Harrison street.
the pa•i witt take tip their home at the reel- ember 4, their musical reception
1
The Five Hundred club and a O w
week announcing that on November dence of the bride's parents, Mr and they intend giving to the entire mu- afternoon tendered by Mrs Eli G
Miss Souder has been residine
outsiders were the guests ‘Vedoesday
t5 Miss Clara Louise Cole of St Mks. Henry Hind of West Broadway sic-loving public A insurie r f mat - linone of South Siith, entaplinsentary this city for six years past. connected afteriiii„ii of Mrs John W Keller of
I.ouis and Dr. Alfred Richard Rowe ° The newly married pair are among ters could not be arranged in time to Mrs. David L. Vast:11;111's guests with the railroad hospital in capacity Wiest Broad way. at %.awh
„lice
of Poplar Bluff Mo., were married at the city's best known young people for the Tuesday of this week. so the Me-dames Maurice .Nasli. Jr., .and of a trained nurse. She is a woman tables were tilled with players. Mrs
of a very lovable and atirastive do- Henry Bradley captured the dub
the Cathedral in St. Louis. The cou- who are very popular and are wished entertainment was postponed tend .1% id Oregon Bonnie of L. uisville
pie are now on their bridal tour, sincere happiness by many congratu-, the week. following.
Ars. Nash took the visitors' prise- position, and highly esteemed by her trophy. and Mrs
k
that
which closes with arrival next Sat- lating friends. The ceremony was' The regular session of the club will and Mrs. Charles F. Richardson the many friends
for else sisitor
today at Poplar Bluff. where they will a quiet affair witnessed by only the be held the coming Tuesday attur- game trophy. hand-painted not bowls
Mt. Hall is the w• ell knonti tobacco
Very tempting ,eas the delicious
make their home.
man
of this city, where lie has resided luncheon billowing the cards.
much
beam,
of
relatives and a few intimate friends
noon at their quarters in the Eagles'
•••
The cultured and beautiful young
A Thanksgiving lnticheon was Ater for many years He is one of the most
The club meets Decionber sth with
Home, on Sixth and Broadway. The
bride is a former Paducah girl
One-O'Clock Luncheon.
club members have changed this by Mrs. Dr. Voris. The prizes were substantial and prominent business Mrs. Wm Ilradshaw, Jr.
exceeding popularity, she being the
••
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nash, Sr., meeting from Wednesdas. to Tuestio Mrs stillborn t tregon Bonnie, of men of this city, having been closely
daughter of Mr..J. W. Cole. for thirty of the Cochran flats on Ninth and out of consideration for tIle Thanks- Louisville; Mr., Maurice Nash, Jr., of identified with Paducah for years.
, Pretty Hotel gischre.
years the leading paint dealer of this Monroe streets, entertained Thurs- giving reception to be given next Louisville; Slr•. Leslie Samuels, of
1 The guests id
•••
Crag of Fifth
city, who twelve years ago moved to day afternoon at t o'clock with a Wednesday by the lady in:imagers ot flardstown: Mrs. Maurice Joseph, of
I
and Jefferson streets were entertained
Delphsc Club.
St. Louis, where the young lady grew dainty luncheon, compiimjntary to the Home of the Friendless. It in Cincinnati: Mrs. Day:(1 VanCulin
Inquisition of Spain" was ler) charmingly Tite•day evening by
to womanhood. She is a niece of 411r. and Mrs Maurice Nash, Jr.. and urged that all the active members of ,Mrs. M. B. Nash, Mrs. Thomas C
the general topic for discussion Tues- Miss Helen Ston, at euchre, the spacMrs. Amanda Wilhelm (if Paducah.
Mrs, day rix?rning by the Delphic
Mrs. William Oregon Ronnie of Lon. the club be present at 2:30 o'clock as 1.erch. Mrs. Victor Voris.
Hub. ious parlors and reception halls reDr. Rowe is a leading young physi- isville. The handsome dining hall
there is important business for con- Armour Gardner. Mrs. Carence Sher- Mrs. Frank Parham telling of "Isa- senting a happy scene with seven
cian of Poplar Bluff. where he locat- was beautiful with l's arrangement sideration. The program 'is as fol- rill, Nles. Frank Floyd, Mrs. Richard
tables filled with players.
bella ..i Spain." while Mrs. Robert
ed several years ago, going from St. of yellow and whits chrysanthemums. lows:
Terrell, Mrs. I D. V) Icoir, Mrs Philips told of "The Establishmen
Miss Flossie Craig captured first
t
Louis. He ranks as one of the most which color hue 'prevailed through
German compo• sers—Liz' and We- Henry Hughes. Mrs Charles Richard- of The Inquisition," and of "Torque- ladies' prize and Mrs. P. H. Stewart
prominent young professional men of she courses.
son, Mr.. Lloyd Boswell. Mrs. May madam.the second gift. Mr. Smith of New
ber.
that section.
Mrs.
Welk,
Mrs.
Rieke,
H.
Hal
S.
Cowers
Rivets,
were
set for Mr. and Mrs. Thaders—Mrs. Edwin
Mn.
Misses Carrie and Claribel Rieke York took the prize as best gentleman
• ••
Corbett, Mrs. H. G. Rt.)uotds, Mrs. leave next January for
Nash, Jr., Mrs. Bonnie, Mrs. David Hal Cauhe t t
a tour of player, and the second gift went to
Delightful Reception.
Van Culin, Miss Letitia Powell and
Current events—Ms's. H. E. Wells. A. R. Meyer,. Mrs. John K. Hendrick. Spain, and until their departure are Captain W. H. Patterson. while the
Very charming iii it, every detaled Mrs. William Bradshaw
Biographical sketches..Miss Compton Mrs. D. G. Murrell, Mrs. W. F.•131-ad- the honored guests of the club. They consolations were presented
Jr..
Miss
•
arrangement was the reception given
•• •
I izst shaw, Mrs. Will Bradsha .v, Jr., Mts. visit that foreign land with Mrs. Wm. Emma ,Morgan and Mr Vitzgerald
Vocal solo, "Die Loreli"
Friday evening by the gils of the in- Few Invited Guests.
John Keller, Mrs. S. . H Winstead 0 Bailey of Louisville,
Mrs. Lela Lewis.
and will be the latter of Louisville.
Wor and senior high school classes
\Ili's. A. S. Dabney, Misses Elizabe'h gone several months.
Luncheon followed the entertaining
'1 few nvited guc-ts were enter- Piano solo, Transcription of -9 at the Washington building 'in West tamed Thursday evening by Mr.
card game.
. .Lizat Nash, Emily Morrow.
beet's "rrl Kuniz"
mid
•
Ilorai:way. the aaair being in honor of Airs. Hubbard Wells at their home in
Mr. William
Magazine Club.
the members of the Hopkinsville foot- !the Empire flats on Broadway, near Violin solo, "Invitation to the Mrs. Richardson's Party.
The subjects prest-nti-d were very Afternoon Tea, •
ball team which that afternoon play- Seventh street, the gathering being
Richardson
Charles
of
Mrs.
West
E.
Mrs. Thomas P. Smith of Chicago
Weber
Dance"
retertaining, at the Magazine
ed the Paducah boys a game. Many. complimentary to
Broadway entertained yesterday afterdil-th was the honored guest for an afterMr. and Mrs
Miss Edna .Bergdoll.
meeting '11111ittrsday afternoon with
attended the reception and spent a Maurice Nash, Jr. and Mrs. William
noon tea g;ven Titc“lay by Al rs
"Ancient Greek Games. Music and noon at cards at her home, compli- NIgs. Frank
Scott of North Ninth
fine evening, musical, hullers- sand Oregon Bonnie of Louisville
Armour Gardner at her home on
Philosophers, As They Are Relat- mentary to Mrs. Maurice Nash. Jr. street. The Cosnionoli'an was
re- Fountain avenue.
other features prevailing. whle reThe evening was passed at cards
It was an informal
Mrs. Victor Voris and Mrs. Win Oregon Bonnie of ported on by Mrs.. Ge.irge
ed."
C.
Wasfreshments were served
Louisville, guests of Mrs. David Li
affair to which were invited only a
and enjoyed by the following: Mr, Vocal solo, selected
lace. The Scrap-hook
is is •
, VanCulin. Many tables were filled
and Mrs. Nash, Mrs. David L. Van
guests. Mrs. Smith was the guest
Mrs. James Weille.
Ptior::1(f)
Woodman Reception.
efwMrs. Saunders A. Fowler of
with card players, the visitors prize iverhey, The SaturdaybYr., i•ri:inglic
Culin. Mr. and Mrs. Nash, Sr., Mr. Piano duet, "Rhapsodic Hungroise"
West
by
'Mrs.'
Hal S. Corbett, The Arena 'Broadway.
(-Th ee Camp, Woodmen of the Douglas Nash,
Miss Birdie Nash
I izst being *taken by Mrs. Bonnie, while by Mrs. Charles
World, will gis.e a big reception to Mr. :(n.d, Mrs:
Wheeler
Mi•y
s
att.I
that for the home lady was receive4
Eli G. Boone, Mrs. WilMrs. George B. Hart. Miss
the members and their families next liam Bonnie and Mr.
by Mks. Dr. Voris Both were beauti- 'omit Webb, and The 1;,.oktitan b Evening at Cards.
Nolan Van CuAda Brazelton.
Mrs. Samuel T. Hubbard. Espec'ally
Tuesday evening at their lodge room lin.
•• *
The ladies' prize was taken by Miss
beautiful silver candlesticks.
3
sveett
on North Fourth street, while next
were the several vocal solos tlessie.Wilson
* ••
followed
with
game
The
n
as
Monday evening at the
Davis-Cooley Ntoptitils.
rendered by Miss Juts Scott.
Thursday night Jersey Camp of the Van Culin Reception.
eat'd party given by Mr. and
Tenn. dainty luncheon. The home was pretAdams,
Davis
of
Mattie
Miss
Mrs.
same order entertains with a
A dainty course-luncheon
was George Angustus of
•• afThe Van Culin home on South and Dr. M. M. Cooley, of this city •tily decorated with a yellow and
South Third
fair at the ball over Third and Eliza- Sixth. new
serysid
the
members,
who
hold
their
treet. That for the gentleman went
Clark 'street, was die will be married this afternoon at the white color scheme, chrysanthemums
beth streets. 'Handsome refreshments scene of Isorgeous
next meeting with Ths. Vt•rnon to Mr. George
reeention Nlotulay residence of the bride in that Ten- being profusely used.
Gourieux, while Mrs.
will Intersperse the excellent pro- evening.
D. Augustus took the isane-band
Coffee was served in the dining hall Blythe on December 6th.
at which time Mr. and Mr. nessee city, for which place the groom
gift.
gram to be rendered at each place,
•• •
and David Vas Calms entertained compli- left yesterday. After their bridal tour by Misses Lucia Powell and ElizaThe evening closed with
indulgence
a big time had by !lie affiliate,
Stag
Groom.
'for
in a tine Dutch hincli.
. 'and' mesitary to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice they come here to reside.
beth Kirklandi, that quarter being a
their guests.
A limited number of guests Were'
Nash,
Jr..
bower'of
beauty
yeland
white
and
with
Mr,.
William
Oregon
and
I
popular
Adams
NEss
the
is
* * *
entertained Monday evtiting by Mr. Lodge Ladies'
Bonnie of Loottisville. who are guests efficient trained nurse who was con- low chrysanthemums •
,1770
Affair.
Thanksgiving Dance.
Quite a pleasant time was
of the household. It was a charming nected with the Illinois Central railThe guests were Mrs. William 0. Robert Chastaine of Nooli Eighth
htd
Messrs. George Ifolliday and Clar event
of much beauty that aftracted road hospital here for some months. Bonnie, of Louisville; Mrs. Maurice street with a stag Party it; honor of Tuesday afternoon by the ladies of
the'
ence House older will entertain
who
Hassman,
Mr.
was
Fred
Wed- Maccabees at their hall,
several hundred . friends.
She made hosts of friends (hiring her Nash, Jr., of Louisville; Mrs D. L
as after the
large number of friends next niersmarried
to
Miss
Dru
nesday
s'illa
i
business'
buness. session the women
VanCulin, Mrs. Victor Voris, Mrs.
The home looked elegant in its dec- stay.
day evening with a dance. at the
were
Red orations of chrysanthemums, southCharles K. Wheeler, Mrs. David C. Hand: The table was prettily ar- entertainmenttretetlto :i dceolim
ghmtiftitiel esocfilil
young
Cooley
known
Dr.
the
is
well
Men's hall on North Fourth street ern
decorations
with
ranged
chrysansmilax, ferns and palms, the sireen physician who located here sevs rat Wright. Mrs. M. B. Nash, Mrs. Ad
eboyrdter
The list is now at Oehlschlaelier's1
he
and white color hue predominating years ago, and stands well in his pro- Rasch, Mrs. E. G. Boone, Mrs. Law- •thernunts. Carnations and ferns,
dreg store on Sixth and Broadway.
very effectively, the color continuing fession and community.
reance Dallam, Mrs. Armour Gard- rovers were 'laid for. the billowing Jolly Social Event.
is • is
A party of friends spent
into the dainty luncheon served.
C • .•
net-, Mrs. C. W. Thompson,• Mrs. nho enjoyed the menu: Messrs.
a happy
Married at Metropolis.
Frank Bourne, Robert Diehl, Parker evening Friday as guests
Mr and Mrs. Van Culin were as- Business Meeting.
Henry
Rudy,
McPherson;
Mrs.
B.
W.
'of. Miss
Mos,- Ina Dunn and Nfr Oscar liarChastaine, John Davis, Oscar Hank, Mary Easley of rood
sisted to receive in the parlor by Mr.
l
s Misses Edith Smith, of Hillsboro. 0.;
d
o
sinneaSts 2
m eoe,tclitote
gkyvbily1 be'le
lier of this city were marr4
Jackson street.
ed Thurs- and Mrs. -Maurice B. Nash, Jr.,
Nolan VanCul,in, Leon Hutson, 0. M i
Elizabeth
Susie
Nash,
Morrow,
Emily
afternou
A
The
b
1Cfr.'
Oily 01 the rvidence
or the bride's Will Webb.• Mirs. William
(Continued on Page Seven.)
. Kitchen and Fred Hassman.
Oregon ion club members for purpose of Thompson. Blanche Hills.
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Let) Us All Be Thankful
leMIIMIS•11•IP

For the Many blessings received during the oast year.
i r*
t9r; something. We are thankful,
tAn411,
every:me
,
thaimiL.ha
havoltbadrour doors opened,for the many
igons of geod will and support received from this
community, and we assure the public that in !lacing before them this modan clothing,
14,
4 .-ore
we will us' every effort to merit you - trade and approval; and we intend to do it by these methods,viz: Strictly
up-to-date merchandise, moderately priced. The following prices will give you an idea ot what we have to show:.

a.
44

MEN'S SUITS.
Cheviots, Casaimeres and fine Wor-

IN TIME OVEFe COAT LINE WE HAVE ANOTHER STORY TO
TELL. YOU WILL SEE SPECIALS OF THE HIGH PRICED
CLOTH ERS ADVERTISED AT PROM Swan TO $ala°. WE SHOW
THEM ALL THE TIME AT $5.0o $7443 AND Sio.00. IN BLUES AND
KERSEY,
AND
BLACICA TANS AND BROWNS IN BEAVERS
MEDIUM AND LONG COATS AND THE EVER POPULAR FANCY
COATS IN EXTRA LENGTH LOOSE BACKS.
IN THE NEW FORM FITTING COAT FLAKED SKIRTS. WE
HAVE ALL THE NEW AND POPULAR SHADES OF GRAYS.
WHICH OTHERS SHOW AT FROM Sas.5o TO iss.00. WE PRICE
THEM AT Sts.00.

MEN'S SUITS.

In all the new shades of grays and
brow ns in fine worsteds. Neat checks
sted that You will see in the high
Black Cheviots and whrsteds in
plaids, velours and cassimers. You
priced stores at $to.c.o. Sra.00 and round and
double breasted extraorsee them displayed by the high priced
even $is..00. We will sell at S7.5o.
chnary good values for $4.50 and $5.00
clothiers at Seaoo to $18.00. We price
They are well made, high class
them lower than others can buy
goods.
them. $10.00.
MEN'S SUITS.

MOTHERS WILL FIND THA T WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR CLOTHES FOR THE LITTLE
FELLOWS, HAVING ALL THE NEW AND DESIRABLE PATTERNS IN DOUBLE BREASTED AND
NORFALK SUITS, RANGING IN PRICE FROM Sao° Ti') $3.543. OVERCOATS FROM $1.5o TO $5.00
YOU SHOULD SEE THIS LINE.

IN THE FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.
We will show you some of the
new ideas On the ever popular Cluett
Peabody, Arrow Brand collars, Wilson Bros. celebrated $aw and- lee*
Shirts. Hosery, ahpes. etc. in fact,
everything you may need in the way
of modern furnishings

OUR HAT DEPARTMENT.
We call especial atteetion to the
many new blacks in Hats, which will
certainly appeal to the most critical
buyer and just a glance through the
department will suffice. Knox. Dun
lap and Stetson shapes in all thats
new. We have them from Vs° to
$3.00.

GULLETT'S
Clothing, Furnishings and Shoes for Men and Boys

312 Broadway

1610110111111111111141181
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:
which was refused until no, v.hen it ARKANSAS J.
is accepted, and the library attachments dismissed
On motion of the plaintiff there He Not Only Directs Their Discharge
But Dismissed Them
was dismissed by the caw the litfrom Panel.
igation of George D Heyman and
adHeyman,
others against Nathan
IMO
Millie Bryant, a• negro, was tried
ministrator of Rosa Heyman It was
OF
THE
LADY
MANAGERS
WILL
GIVE
THIS
INSTITUTION
JUDGE REED ENTERED UP THE JUDGMENT YESTERDAY IN an
court at Pine Bluff, Ark
action to settle the latter's estate. in the circuit
THEIR
ANNUAL
UNTIL
NEXT
3
FROM
ENTERTAINMENT
dia
of
$
theft
THE CIRCUIT COURT—EST ELLA ALVEY GIVEN DIVORCE
of
recently, on a charge
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, AND THE ENTIRE PUBLIC IS
FROM J. A. ALVEY. ALSO POSSESSION OF THEIR CHILD
mond wings from Mrs. Monroe PerSued For -Animal's Death.
A MOST CORDIAL INVITATION TO COME OUT
EXTENDED
GOODS—MASTER
HOUSEHOLD
COMMISSIONER REED
AND
William R. Hendrick, son of Hon. due some months ago She stated she
WHETHER THEY MAKE ANY CONTRIBUTION OR NOT—
DIRECTED TO PAY $2,614.67 OVER TO H. S. SUMMERS IN John K.•Hendrick, filed suat against took the rnigs, thinking that they be
INSTITUTION NOW HAS THIRTY LITTLE ONES BEING
LATTER'S LITIGATION AGAINST ARTHUR PECK—NUMBER
longed to her mother, who was emSolon Gillen for Albs damages on the
CARED
FOR AND PROPERLY TRAINED.
and
cook,
a
as
OF DIVORCES GRANTED BY THE JUDGE YESTERDAY.
Perdue
Mrs.
ground that the latter was responsi- ployed by
home. The rings were proble for death of Mr Hendrick's horse wore them
she was told to put them
and
duced
bestable
The animal got out of the
Many people of the city are pre- ones have been raised and started up.
efforts to do so were
her
but
on,
Yesterday in the circuit court Judge Champion
hind the Hendrick home on BroadThe plaintiffs appl•cation for a way near Ninth street, either stolen fruitless, as they were entirely too paring to attend the annual reception on right careers through this world,
Reed entered up a judgment directing
given by the lady managers of the as result of the care and attention reMark Worten to pay to the City of new trial was overruled in the suP. or strayd. A little colored boy was small for her.
After the evidence was in, the jury Home of the Friendless next Wed- ceived at the institution, which has
Palucah, $229.32 worth of municipal of Jessie Knight against the Padu- found in possession of -he beast and
was charged and retired to deliber- nesday afternoon from 3 until 5 some proteges that would cause the
taxes. Worten filed suit against the cah Box and Basket factory.
drove the animal to the pubric drinkIn a few minutes a verdict of not o'clock. All going will carry with most doting mother to be proud.
paying
ate.
frarn
Special
Thomas
Judge
.issued
Crice
keep
municipality to
ing trough at Third and Jackson
In years past people have proven a
some taxes 'upon the property he an order setting aside the judgment" streets Gillen drove Jp with his guilty was returned. Judge Grace them some useful or ornamental arthe
parlittle
by
dubious about assisting this or
utilized
be
motide
can
that
a
for
intently
jury
the
regarded
for, defeedant granted heretofore, horse and buggy at the same time.
wns her in this city.
of the that cause, but never has the call of
IA the divorce suit of Estella Mar- and.a new trial granted in the suit of His horse got frightened, plunged ment after the reading of the verdict ties in charge for maintenance
(inagainst J. A. Alvay, the C. W. Boswell against the Citizen's around and the shaft 'penetrated the and then took occasion to express his home. Every twelve months this re- the Horne of the Friendless been
aliall
entire
a
take
Paducahans
all
heeded,
the
as
almost
and
occurs
ception
said:
He
it.
of
disapproval
Savings
cusclaims
the
and
Bank.
Bosavell
divorce
wife was granted a
side of the Hendrick animal, which
the
in
delight
building,
and
institution
great
the
your
to
out
turns
of
community
men
that
n am surprised
tody of their child. She is to also bank had money deposited there be- died as result.
intelligence should regard the law so which is left packed with donations will shower the place with contribuhave full possession of the bourse- longing to The Odell Commission
Sued On Lumber Bills.
lightly as you have done in this in- and contributions that tend to great- tions next Wednesday. Those who
Mild furniture, while the husband is Company, but concealed under anThe Fooks-Cree Lumber Company stance," and after reprimanding them ly help the good women in manag- have been too busy to give the matto pay $io per month pwards nve•n- other name. Boswell hadtthe money filed one suit against J. L. Golightly
ter a thought should prepare their doand pointing ing the place.
tenanee of the child, which he is to attached to satisfy a several thousand and J. E. Jones for $96.67, and an- in no uncertain terms
children be- nations. The lady managers will
little
are
thirty
There
a
such
of
influence
the
them
to
out
be allowed to saga once each week. dollar judgment lie gut against Gil- other against Ernest Wilkins for
he not only discharged them ing cared for at the home, and such form the receiving committee next
Master Cornmissione- Cecil Reed bert and Arenz for money he lost $114.33. The lumber people claim the verdict,
donations are acceptable at provi- Wednesday. and show everybody
them from the panel.
was drected to pay $2,614.67 over to speculating in their bucket shop at amounts are balances due for timber but dismissed
sions, bedding, clothing, fuel, table through the place, it being worth a
J. S. Summers, in the suit of the lat- Mayfield. The appellate court decid- sold defendants.
HANGED ON DAY OF TRIAL. lenen, dishes, furniture and, in fact, trip even for an inspection of the in..
te7 against Arthur Peak. These two ed a new trial must be had. The bank
anything that can possibly be pat to stitution.
were partners in a steamboat. but won on first hearing.
an Hour Af- a use in this character of institution.
Wanted.
Divorces
Slayer
Executed
Negro
T. J. Dossett was given judgment
this stun is not in controversy. and
RICH MEN DUG DEEP
The entire public ks cordially inritter He Is Convicted.
J. M. Wyatt filed suit for divorce
Vur $300 against Judge D. G. Park
-ordered handed over to plaintiff.
Wyatt, charging abanNov. 24.—Dick Gar- ed to come out to the building, which
Tex..
Missouri
Center,
from
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed and the latter's sister, Mrs. Viturc
rett, the negro who killed Dr. M. M is on Thirteenth and Burnett streets. Into Their Cash Coffers to Put Up
donment.
filed a report in the au.
'of E. P. Houser.
to Defeat Hearst.
filed suit for di- Paul here last Saturday was legally only one block from all the car lines
Williams
Myrtle
George Langstaff, executor of the
Weeks ageinst Willie Weeks, showI.
locality.
that
jury,
intersecting
charggrand
Williams
hanged this noon. The
vorce from Alonzo
ing he had said Second and Wash- (reorge Langstaff, Sr., will, was givAlbany, N. Y., Nov. 2.4. ---The ReThose who cannot come personally
wants $2,000 al.' returned an indictment yesterday
Slhe
cruelty.
ing
Floragainst
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The Home of the Friendles stands Woodruff, chairman of the Republigold braid, bordered by white silk threatened mob violence have departEva Z. Caldwell was granted a ment She never took up the note.
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Another fancy jacket
over *Loop to the jurors serving the
Judge Park paid over to Frank A. trimmed with white and black silk
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 24.—The city the circumstances necessitating en- $20,000; Timothy 1.. Woodruff, $to,present call term.
Lucas. $25, and there was then dis- braid, edged by steel beads, and a by a vote of 19 to 4 has passed what trance into the home by the friend- ono: Andrew Carnegie and John D
Mrs. Bettie Buckner was ordered missed the suit of Lucas against Perk double row of braid sets off the el- is known as the saloon segregation less little creatures. The ladies start- Rockefeller, Jr.. $5,000; C. M. Depew
to pay some court costs by the 6th and Constable A. C. Shelton. Lucas bow-sleeves. Crimson braid outlined bill, which limits saloons to the busi- ed the home about thirteen years ago, and GM" Frank W. Higgins, Wawa
of December in her suit against claimed he bought in Judge Park's the vest, and cat's eye buttons gave netts district. About 112 saloons will. and by showing their determination each.
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law library when it was sold to sat- the requisite finish.
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airs. Elizabeth Preemie Pa' Clriore
Linnie Champion was given judg- isfy a judgment for rent Judge Park
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We would all be happy enough in brewers of other cities. It is the have a fine building with all the con-i ..lich.. is tit, reads the Bible coe.
. and- smokes her pipe mak&
husband, W. F. Champion, for sup- bid $25 and Judge Park has all along this world if we could only just think hardest blow the saloons in any large veniences necessary, surrounded by e! stain!)
large camp*? Hundreds ',of Wei ly.
port of herself and child, Charles tendered him that lam of money, PO.
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THANKSGIVING RECEPTION
AT HOME OF THE FRIENDLESS
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Corporation Lie Nailed.

NAILING AN—OTHER CORPORATION LIE.

RACKET STO

The greatest battle ever witnessed
; in this world is now in progress its
the United States. It IS the battle
PUBLISHED SlY THE
which the corporations of the land
!in
REGISTER oIEWSPAPER CO.
• tv%.***1.4-1-1.+++++.1-14-1-11-t-t-t-t•-1..14•1i I I 1 1 1 1 1-1-l--:--: :+14-14-1-144-1.4
are arrayed against the people. By
(Incorporated.)
Paducah, Ky., Nov. 19111, 1906.
effecting combinations and thereby
THROUGHPUT 'OUR ENTIRE HOUSE ARE GOODS AT PRICPlant,
Light
City
Supt.
Broadway
crtating monopolies the corporations,
ES THAT WILL PLEASE YOU. WE CARRY A BIG ASSORTAt Register Building, 523
Columbus, Ohio.
MENT AND YOU CAN USUALLY FIND WHAT YOU ARE LOOK.
especially those owning public utilONO
ING
FOR HERE, THESE ARE THINGS WOP-7 CONSIDERING
you
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l
d
I
ha
herewith
Dear
a
clipping
from
a
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newspaper
to
the
JAMES E. WILHELM. President ities, have been enabled to hold up
WHEN YOU START OFF ON YOUR SHOPPI...G TOUR.
the
that
public
effect
ownership
lighting
of
the
plant
by
your city Wu
Treasurer the pubic and extort from them milJOHN WILHELM.
been a failure. Will you be kind enough to send me copies of the late
and
over
dollars
:tribute
in
Secretary
lions
of
WILHELM.
ROBERT S.
reports made by Columbus on the wilities owned by that city, and also
above legitimate profits. The sys----COTTON BLANKETS AT 50c 75c, 89c, 81.0o St en, $1.25 AND UP
o indicate whether or not municipal ownership has proven II Moo In
tems and methods observed by those
TO Sz.75 A PAIR,
Entered at the Postoffice of Peados
concerns have been of such character that city? .1 en;pald be glad lo he,. acopy oil the water rates charged
ALL-WOOL BLANKETS, LARGE SIZE, IN WHITE, RED AMU
=h. Ky.. as second-clasa mail matter
Ers
ALL THE PRETTY PLAID& AT 13.911 A PAIR. WE HAVE SOLD
asoto enable them to control the leg- consomme, and to Wow teitat sharps is entered ageing the ary
hydrants, and the
THIS BLANKET AT THIS PRICE FOR TWO YEARS. WOOL HAS
I. That you in advance for your kindness
islative bodies, who in return have
One Year
GONE UP IX PRICE SEVERAL TIMES IN THAT PERIOD BUT
$5-00 been
I am,
Yours
Very
truly,
.
most liberal in terms and laws
r HE 0 'T
WE HAVE HET
DOWN TO $3-983.30
Six Mouths
JAS, Z. WILESUIL
as to give the corporations absolute Tk.
BETTER
A
WOOL
BLANES
I' IN WHITE AND COLORS, INI.as
Three Months
CLUDING PLAIDS, AT $3.00 A PAIR.
Millionpeople.
mastery
the
over
.10
One Week
COMFORTS AT 75c, St.oci, St. -o %Las. St.so. '1.69 AND UP TO
THE REPLY
aires have been made out of men who
$s.75. OUR COMFORTS ARE DIIFFERENT
FitoM
REGULAR
have manipulated city councils so as
LINES OF COMFORTS. THE PATTERNS ARE PRETTIER.
Cohasbne. Ohio, November at. spot
Anyone falling to receive this paper
to grab the franchises of the city far Mr. Jas. E. Wilhelm, Pres.,
Board of Public Worka, Paducah, Ky.
regularly should report the matter ti
Stocks have been
a mere song.
Sir:
Dear
Beg
to
say
in
answer
to yours of the teth, inclosing clipOffice
at once. Tele
The Register
watered and sold to others with ping stating that the Municipal Electric Light Plant,
LADIES HEAVY FLEECED 1-IDSE mac, 25c AND ssc.
of Columbus, Ohio
phone Cumberland sit
money to invest, and the people be- was a failure. There is not a particle of truth in the statement but
LADIES
BLUE MIXED WOO . HOSE AT aoc AND sic.
a de.
LADIES' OXFORD WOOL HOSE AT 25C.
mg at the mercy of those enemies of liberate misrepresentation of facts. Our Light Plant is a grand success from
LADIES' IMITATION WOOL HOSE, IN GRAY AND BLACK,
the epublic have been forced to con- every point of view. The city saved about Sioo,000 last year by having a
AT 13c.
tribute in the way of high rates for light plant of its own. It is loaded beyond its utmost capacity, and the
SPECIAL VALUES IN GIRLS' HEAVY HOSE AT tsc.)
poor service, the money to pay divid- city council has just voted, by the decisive vote of le to one, to appropriALSO BOYS' HEAVYWEIGHT AT mac.
enda on watered s'oek op in the mil- ate Szao,000 for additional machinery for the plant, as it is desired to
MEN'S WHITE-FOOT SOX roc
' MEN'S SPLIT-FOOT SOX (SPECIAL) 13t_
lions. Such conditions aa those to add more lamps, to the number now in tise. We now have aoao-aoco candle
MEN'S MERINO SOX :sc.
winch we refer has give.) growth to power lamps, and we have the finest electric light plant in the world.
MEN'S FINE CASHMERE SOX ac
The Next Mayor.
idea of public ownership of public The private corporations are scared out of th'sAr wits at the popularity
utilities.
Day by clpt and year - by municipal ownership is obtaining. There is not sufficient water power to
The politicians are quite busy right
the
sentiment for municipal ow i light the city. I am inundated with lust such letters as yours, and have
now in predicting who will be she ;ear
LADIES' SHAWL FASCINATORS, IN WHITE, BLACK RED
next mayor of Paducsh, and in car- nership grows stronger and stronger. not the leisure to answer them all, so you will kindly excuse this brief
PINK AND BLUE, 25C
Mr. Jerry O'Shaughnessy superintendent 'of the water works
BETTER ONES AT 41c sac 69c, 75c, 911c
lain quarters it seems to have been This sentiment is the great foe with reply.
CHILDREN'S STOCKING CAPS OR TOQUES AT ac AND soe.
settled as to who he will be. But ,which the fatted plunderers of the department, probably will give you the inferrnation you ask for relative
INFANTS' HAND-MADE CROZHET SACKS (ALL WOOL) 25C
thus far the political prophets scent pci pie are now grappling, and it is a to the fire hydrants, if you will write to him. Trusting to your indulgence
39C. soc AND UP TO $'.so.
Very respectfully
to have overlooked one fact and that battle royal. Each individual con- and generosity, I am.
LADIES KNITTED SKIRTS, IN PLAIN COLORS. AT asc.
M M REID, Supt.
BETTER ONES, WITH FANCY BORDERS. AT 48€ AND soL
is the pehle of this city will have sumer cannot install or on a water
WOOL ONES AT 75c. 98€, 112 23 AND $1.69.
to be consulted before th: gentleman and light plant of gis oan, but each
CHILDREN'S
JERSEY LEGGINS 39c PAIR. BLACK ONLY
takes his seat.
Some democratic may co-operate with the other and stories of the failure of Municipal Under private ownershio that stint
INFANTS WHITE ALL-W001. CROCHET LEGGINS AT ac
election manipulators stem to have by contributing to a common fund Ownership A further fact that we would have gone into the c ;flees of
PAIR
the idea that whoever that party erect ind maintain plant 4 sufftcien! to %vials to impress upon our readers is a few Eastern capitalists and paid
may name will be a winner. That's meet the needs* of all. This Si Mu- this. If Municipal Ownership was a dividend, on millions of watered
a mistake There are too many in- nicipal Ownership: a proposition so failu-e in Columbu: why did the city s'ock.
SOME SPECIAL VALUES IN ALL-WOOL DRESS GOODS
IN
The Register wishes to i,nov. if
BLACK AND COLORS AT soc YARD
dependent voters id this city to make simple that all may grasp the full council by a vote (it fourteen to ohs
THE PRINCIPAL THINGS
ARE CHEVIOTS AND PANAMA
the election of any man certain and import. of its value to ths whole peo- approprate j14o,000 for additional there is an intelligent ran , who can
SPECIAL VALUES IN 45-in. ALL WOOL TAFFETA
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successfully
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%the
SUITING
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sure. This thing of a handfull of
AT
A YARD. ALL COLORS
$1.00
cheap politicians selecting the tick- is thc one the Corporations must is a failure as claimed by the cor- to be derived from NInnit ial On
GREAT LINE OF NOVELTY DRESS GOODS. YARD
The cry may he ',veil that
ets %vont work -in Padurah. There contend with, discredit :nd weaken, poratism organs any citizen of 'CoMOSTLY GRAYS. AT 3oc
they can. In order io do so the lumbus could enjoin the city from political graft and corrupts i may oiSPECIAL VALUE IN YARD WIDE GUARANTEED SILK
are over one thousand voters in this
(IN
BLACK ONLY) AT St oci
city who no longer follow blindly at. Corporations must reach the people spending any morc money on it. ier into public ownership That is
YARD-WIDE SILKS IN WHITE AND COLORS AT St co
be- tru:. and s,, is it mit 'tat
either party. They vote for men with falsehoods and statements tp These facts that we ars placing
under
YARD-WIDE SHEPHERD'S CHECK SILKS AT St no
eV not the party. It makes but lit- 1 mislead or to confuse the public fore the intelligent peoole of Padu- pre ate ow sership polities. gra:I and
n' this purpose the Corpora- cah should convince dr most skep- corruption must be met.
tie difference to them as to who may mind. For
Pnvate
noels
own
and control Lewspapers in tical that it is to the literest of the cm nership i, the very fou:i•lation or
fill the offices, just so they are honJUST POT ON SALE A LOT OF MEN'S SUIT CASES
Al'
!every city of any 'ire, and through people to engage in Municipal Own- aource of corruption in fair public afcot men
VERY LOW PRICES:
corporntii
orfairs. iiad when pravate us iiership is
23-in. enither $irowi or °list . .
The Register does not know, who those mediums they poi-.on, if prissi- ership. We defy the
Sian
will be the next mayor of this-lity,.6,1e, the sentiment f the p-ople and by gans so show a case of 1. e failure of pt).1j.:1;d the men w ho re .resent th.•
ie 1
26-in.
his: it is safe to say thtt larkw‘enot all manner of. lying attempt to have N:unilipal Ownership. If alfyilfti, people cannot find a market for their
.
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22-in. LEATHER CASE..
failure.
propose
to
:se
every
for
then
thc
'SP
turn
people
to
'
against
i
t.. es. If those 'in c'aar/( of public
be a tin-horn gambler, or •a
them34-in. LEATHER CAS*
koiors a wide open 'town. There is selves and. tói become 'ptejudiced furnish a hundred in-tances where -,..ties are eorrioo. - :n.i them to
26-in. LEATHER CASE
$4.25
THE FINEST LEATHER CASES ARE 116.7s. $7.s.0 Sit ao
a well defined belief in this city• that against the very: things that vial re- public ownership hat been a aaccestf ihe oenitent a:y where i. ,v belong
$9.50
T NOON NEXT l'HURS")AY- THIS STORE
The readers oi The Regis:err will aarl the ety will iso: it b, free from
the gamblers, the lawdeiyang saloon-. dound to the pubhc's good.
WILL CLOSE A
THANKSGIVING
Paducah has
remember ;hat
sonic
t
Corporat'un doubtless
and bawdy house gang have had their
.ruption and con inci it affairs
sheets—the
that
the
News
allsged
I
Sun
months
.
ago
the
•.i."iness
-Democrat
and the
priaciple• The grea: fault
day and any one of the parties that
Every now and then those public ownership of a water and ti..wadays is to • et honest men to acput such men at the head of the Sun
ticket, will go down in defeat. The newspapers print a garbled item light plant. at Wickliffe. I4y., was nnt!c.tpt pteilic office-he)' do not care
p
Ownership in this paying, yet we obtained the fact, s in t,, be
erilith!ry i5 at"ssar with grafters and that Municial
ssociattd
corporation
t
or that city has been a failure. tile case and proved tha: )1wwicipal ord, and grafters. 'With
men who cater to the lawless elementown
With public ownand Paducah is falling in line. Th.! A!! such publications are lies pure Ownership was a success ce en in that e"-hip of public utilities ihere would
sentirnent in this cit)
., is for a clean and simple, and polite! to mislead small town—the consumers paid so !•‘• no private corporatii
speuttng in hand and make a conkact from siars ago
to be,
K4
atrf V‘ttr.
sweep. If the democrat's party will and deceive the petIple. The latest in- cents a month for incandescent lights tlionaands of dollars vve•ri electiost year to yea?'.
The w.ite• company VI ill be of intr.-t
give it to the people, all good and stance in which those two sheets and the water rate for familicac was to elect their candidates :old to carry arreed to a
redact...it SU fire hydran•s
When the ploit was appraised in
-well. If not, then the clean sweep gave publicty to a Corporation L'ie. out a dollar or two a/year. is bile tneir nieaaure, through. Remerntier, on an eighteen
year contract. and 't inn4 under the provisions
f the
come from another direction occurred within the last ten days. tile fire hydrants were free.
private oiwnersloo is the source of will no; cost that c•ortIPAny one cent water
company's franchisit, the three
Cheap screws who spend their night, Both published an item that the city
In the latter part of May a eonciirruption in public affairs; told more to aupply water for the next appraisers
practically agrtid that the
in barrooms, around the gamblina, Lighting plant at Columbas, Ohio, had tiibutor to the Sun alleged that Abe 'it order to usroettiate ille systeni. year
on a one year contract, than it e..'uc
. of thc tangible property was
tables or Sri immoral resorts must not been a failure. The editor of The city lighting plant at Richmond, Ind. they spend ihouriands of tiallars every would
for the nex year on an eigh- $141,00o. But two of the appraiser
insult the decency of Paducah by as- Register clipped out the item and had been a failure
flis Register year subsidizing newspsoers, buy- teen yeir
contract. Student& of the saw hi: to add $1.54,000 to that sum
airing to any office in the gift of the tent it to the superintendent of the wrote to the officials .3f that city ing aldermen and city a'Scials. and
situation well understand the 'object as the value of the franchise making
people, if they do, they will have the lighting plant at Columbus, Ohio. and and protyptly received copies of of- cerruping the ballot.
-With these of the water company in•dea'ring an the price to the city
Sa95.000 The
I asked if it was true. On this page is finl reports of experts who had ex- V capons they fight
light turned on them.
their patrons, and eighteen year contract, mil it is need franchise plainly atipulates that the
Paducah is going to have for its printed the contents of our letter and amined the Richmond plant covering the thing they fear is municipal
own- less to discuss that iihase of the franchise shall not be considered in
nex4 mayor a man who will discharge the superin'endent's reply Simerin- every dettril, and that the general ership.
question at this time, but the people the valuation to the city. The city
the duties ot that office eccording to tendent Bled says: -There is not a council had voted $35,090 to 'install,
have- decided that they will not enter refuted to accept the. oppraisement
law. One who is not tied to the cor- p.article of truth in the statement, but another unit in the plant In the reinto a contract ol that leugth, which and much indignation was expressed
The Fire Hydrant Rental.
potations or the lawlesa gang. Ope , a deliberate misrepresentation of phrts placed before oor readers was •
is but a forerunner id municipal io;en- by the people at the time over the
v.lio has the courage to enforce thefacts. Our light plant is a grand suc- un extract from the Controller's reThere seems to be no in- vement on
ership. so the best plan ior'the com- ::tempted hold up of $150,000.
laws without fear or fast*. One who cess from every point of view. The port of that city in which he stated the part of the general cotoicil to enpany to pursue is to nive the city
Mayo't Yeiser in his address to the
will be satisfied with the salary and city saved about Stoo,000 last year by under oath ''The former rate so pri- ter into a contract with tli• Paducah
in a spirit of fairness and adopt for ommon council in 1R94 urged' that
hotiors oi the office, and not hawk having a light plant of its own." vate consumers tchargel by a priv- Water Company for fire hydrant renthe next year the razes proposed 'in the City either build •ts own water
appointments and seek a money con- Thus, another corporation lie is nail- ate plant) was r5 cents per K. W., tal. The people of Paducah who pay
the contract that was defeated. To works or contest the appraisement
sideration for ihem. One who will en and the people of Paducah fur- while the present rate is from 4.11 the bills served notice on their reppursue any other course means to that was made,
messure up in public esteem to that nished with absolute proof that the cents to 7.2 cents per K. W." Mak- resentatives and the company that
After reviewing the -advantages .of
precipitate a fight. and when once
cf his immediate predecessors in of- publication .of such items 'in the af- ing the average rate to consumers 6 the contract proposed by them at the
t
he
oivning
t he o mot plant at
started along ceitain linst it will be :
fiie, against whom no charge of grat ternoon corporation organs cannot be cents, when under private ownership November election v. as not satisfactWine
ngth
length
he closed wiVt
difficult indeed to switch the people 'thy
following 'It is reasonable to
or corrupfion was ever laid. In fact, relied upon.
it was 15 cents or 2 1-2 times as ory and it 'is up to the general coun- to something else. We
believe that soppose that the citizens would peta man of the people and for the peo- 'The official in charge of the Colton- much. As the 1905 reports showed cil to move in the matter. It is all
fact has been demonstrated in the realize a plant furnishing better watplc 'whose only ambition will be to bus lighting plant unhesitatingly receipts of 456,257.78 to the city, if a mistake if that body thinks the tax
late election. If, however, the corn- er, and owned by themselves, and
serve the people. and not the dis- states that the 1 ght plant is a the plant had been owned by private payers of Paducah will submit to paypally feels that it can hest afford to thereby increase its success and at
/mutable class, or to line his pock- grand success in every particular, and parties the receipts would have been ing the same price for fire hydrants
the same time reducing tas levy by
precipitate a fight, why, that is its
the income derived from the water
ets with cheap graft or hold-ups of further he points out the fact that 2 1-2 times that amount, or $140,644.- that they have , been paying for
pr'valege But the general council works. I lay these (ac's before you
the corporations There are a hurt- the city saved $too,000 last year by
twenty years past. The contract has
45. The saving to the censtimers of
should at least put forth an effort in in justice to the citizens, and you as
Axed such men in Pad:Kali any one reason of owning its own plant. The, Richmond by reason of' Munidipal expired and the city is to have as
behalf of the people and take such their representatives. I believe the
of whom can and will fill the offiee nf saying of Stoo,000 a year is equiva- Ownership for
one year was $94,386,- touch to say in the matter of fixing steps as good business prudence de city should build new water works of
-mayor with honor and credit.
Iiir own, and to that' snd I recomJent to 5 per cent on an investment 67, which in ten y6rs wotild amount the price for the future as will the
mands to look after tha cityls
mend
to you, a, her representatives
The. PolitiCians may plan and pre- of $2,000,000. In other 'words, if the
company.
mater
nothing
is
There
in
$943,86-6.70. Consider for a moeat.'.
that you should have it submitted to
diet the - election of this or that can- city Of Columbus did not own its
ment the benefit to be derived by a the franchise tbas requires the city
the voters at the next election, and
dictate, but there is a hgher power— street lighting plant the tax payers
let the PEOPLE SAY WHETHER
city in ten years from the fact of its to make an eighteen year contract,
A Municpal Water Plant.
lb( people. So Paducah had just as -would, have been required
THEY WILL OR NOT. In the
to pay people being enabled to make a sav- and the people have given notice that
well begin to prepare for a sweep- $too,00st more to a corporation for
Ihey
conintend
to
a
make
do
not
While the question
if Paducah meantime you could contest the pres,ing of nearly one million dollar*.
ent apprakement, which would deIN change. The people feel that it lighting its streets. Let the reader
tract
therefore,
for
term,
that
-the
owiforg a water plant 'is being conThat sum woukl be scattered over the
•
cide
the Validity of the franchise.
ii due them, and they ore going to think of fbeie facts
when the cor- entire city and would benefit every, general council as the representatives sidered by the people, et.aie Of the give (bete as rity views from talking
k/we it
All potation ageuts are around with than man, woman and child in ehe eity4 of the people should take the matter history of thc effort of the city twelve with
good many'cititerts. and large
s
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KNIT GOODS

DRESS GOUDi and SILKS

l

SUIT CASES
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PUIVILLUDOMPSON
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Thanksgiving Week at
Harbour's Big Department Store

Get it at
Harbour's
It will
Cost Less

THANKS THAT WE KNOW TO WHOM TO GIVE THAN
K—TO OUR ALLWISE BENEFACTOR.
THANKS TO THE GE'4EROUS
PUBLIC. THANKS THAT WE OWN A GREAT STOC
K OF 000DS IN EACH OF OUR ELEV
EN GREAT DEPARTMENTS TO OFFER TO THE PUBLIC THE COMING WEEK A'r SPECIAL
THANKSGIVING BARGAIN
PRICES.THIS SALE CONCERNS EVER
MEMBER OF THE FAMILY. IMPORTANT! VERY! BECA
Y
USE IT MANS EXTRAORDINARY BUYI
NG OPPORTUNITIES IN EVER
ONE OF OUR BIG DEPARTMENTS; A CHANCE TO SAVE
Y
MORE MONEY THAN ANY WEEKBEFO
NOVEMBER SALE.
RE DURING OUR GREAT
PRETTY MILLINERY.

The Shoes.f or the Family, the Boys' and gen's
Coats,

Furs,

Suits, Waists. the
derwear

and

Much variety and beauty., qualities
that fascinate, prices that please. We
have been selling untrimmed hats so
fast that it does sometimes crowd us
wonderfully to get them out on time,
but we keep our promises. Many exceptional values in French Felts and
Velvet Hats have been provided for
next week's selling

Skirts,
Un-

Hoisery,

the Dress Goods. the
Staple Dry Goods, the
Belts, Bags. Purses, the
Millinery, the

Books

DRESS GOODS HERE AT BAR-

Stationery

and

Music,

GAIN PRICES.

the

Oil Cloths

Floor

New arrivals are keeping our assortments right up to the opening oi
the season.

and Carpets

I

ii+.1444+4+4+
THIS

STORE

WILL

OPEN ON THANKSGIVING
DAY UNTIL

12

O'CLOCk

NOON.
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effect; at 3•71
/
5c a yard to 48c, made
to sell at goe to 65c.
Fancy gray mixed suitings, 97c a
yard, made to sell at St.as.
All Wool Black Panama Cloth
69c a yard. made to sell at $i.25.
Fancy Plaids, gay colors. g$c and
$1.25 a yard, made to sell at Kz.so and
$1.75.
. We're expecting a case of ao bolts
cf Dress Goods made to sell 'at 35c
to 40e P yard, which we will put on
sale at ta% to 20C a yard as soon as
it arrives.
Fancy check suiting,. stylish gray

story; We found a manufacturer anxFURS TO BEAT THE BAND.
ious to sell us three hundred coats
at bargain prices for cash We took
But we won't tell you much aboet
the lot. We 'gill Pass these long
Furs until after Thanksgiving.
coat bargains over to those who
come after them this utek.
NEW SILK WAISTS AT THANKS
At $2.98, at $3.5o, at $3.98. at
$4.50,
at $5„ at $6.5o, at $6.90, at $7.5o. at
GIVING BARGAIN PRICES.
$8.50, at fo.5o, t io, at $22.50,, at $13,50, at $z5,, at $18. at $22.
The astonishing thing to us in
waistdom is that manufac.urers have
been foe days in filling ou orders, so
A BIG PURCHASE OF NEW
!rainy firms begging for silk waists
SKIRTS
and offering higher prices is the reason. But our waists ar, nearly all
Not here, but will be here this days
silk waist selling ir. o about 30
week.
If they look as good to you here now. We
- WOMEN'S LONG COATS.
have got I crowd go
as they did to our buyer, you'll be
days, so we start this we. A by makdelighted with both the skirts and ing
Thanksgiving bargai,. prices as
Many new arrivals. Here is the the
prices.
follows, at $2.35, at $2.98, at $3.25, at

Harbour's Department, Store

11,

$3.48 and $3.85 each that
bring us $5.

ought

Seventeen thousand pairs of Shoes
awairs your coming. They're all
bar',.ins at our prices. You save
a
fourth to a third of the price they
debt to brine.
A great ate:4 of men's shoes
worth from $1.50 to $5, sit at
special
prices.
A great stock of women's shoes
worth from $1.25 to $4. all at
special price.
OUR CLOTHING DEPARTME
NT
Teeming with good things.
Our
clothing droartirent is full of them.

NOTRH THIRD STREET
Half Spare From BLroadway

tax payers 1 LEGE tHAT SOME dictates of high honor, annexation
ACTION BE TAKEN LOOKING has never been an idea pleasing in
10 MUNICIPAL ONNERSHIP this country even as a matter ocself
OE WATER WORKS. as I think the interest. Mr Viallate ‘tates this as
&ppm:sentient math by arbitrators follows.
Ulna/. unjust, unfair and contrary to
"The annexation would be of no
the provisions ot the franchise (if value to America in any case. The
BY FANNIE FIELL1S.
I Prevents and cures chapped
they have one). and I heve the best treaty of commercial reciprocity afrolls))
legal opinion to back ms in my state- fords the United States many and imNew York is rapidly assuming her skin. Makes the ski.% soft,
smooth
ment."
portant advantages In the Cuban mar-i %vented appearance of
fashion .atid
It will be observed th r the mayor ket. At present there is no fear ofifrivolity. The large shops vie with and white. Removes al! blemishes
charecterised the appreisment as these favors being further shared byleach other in their window displays, caused by the cold
winds.
other countries. Last year an analo-luhich in _spring and fall ars
of es"illegal. unjust. unfair .incl contrary gnus
treaty nas concluded beteeeen. pecial interest. Superb paaaeme
nteries
to the pow sion of Ile- franchise," England and Cuba, but the senate wad are thrown over rich
lint nbrin silks,
another
coupled
e*.th
influen
These fact,
ced to refuse ratification un- i dreped on forms; net dress, -. glitterDelightful to use after shaving.
wherein the company obligated itself til tertain amendments were made ing with gilt silver
odeseent
renderi
ng
the
treaty
inaccep
tahle
to
'Candl
es:
silks of
to furnish clear fil'ere I Ohio river
England, and leaving the United hue.; chiffon costumes nob varied
raised
water, and faded to do so for an States the only favore
floral designs of chiffon and velvet
d nation."
'ears doe!, not leave it in any toe
The emharrasonents and complica• combined; lace ropes of every
fashFor sale only at
good a light before the public There tions which would follow annexation it nable texture, with the addition of
are
further dwelt upon in these words: Princess lace: fancy bodices in
is another fact worthy ei considersspan"Annexation etiould introduce into glcd net or etena of lace and silk pasPaduea
comh
ton and that se the
the domestic administration of the e•menterie, or those of jetted
net
pany is entitled to charge an average states many embarrassing problems I
Evening Cloaks.
DRUG STORE.
With the horse show close at hand,
rate of dioite charged by Kansas City. What position would the island orcupy
among
and
the
states of the union?
the opera in the near future
St Louis. Louisville. Cincinnati and
7th and Jackson Sts.
The Cubans might flatter themselves handsome cloaks ar- in order, and Phones a37.
Nashville
All five el those cities tha(
their island would be put at once the superior beauty of white broadare great big cities and !amorally the on a state footing. The solitary star cloth, trimmed with
Irish lace, is aprates in large cites are quite Korb would then go to join the constella- parent in an elegant cloak with a
Even the water comp& iy stockhold- ton of the national banner. But the wide band of !rah lace around the
new state would have the right of he- lywer edge and half-way up each
ers will agree with iis in saying that ing
represented by seven or eight con- side I which is slashed) and on the
they have had a real good 'thing of 'it gressnifen and two senators; here
at frmil She sleeves are large and loose
in Padocah, and they will also agree ,inee is introduced a perturbing ele- with a band of lace at the wrist, and
To Taxpayers:
with us that ...title they have been ment. especially as regarde the state 1 a lace cape, with white silk passeYou are hereby respectfully notified
Moreov
er.
it must not be forgotten mentene pendants at froht, on each that
looking out for their own interests
the last half of your City Tax
that a third of the inhabitants of Cuba shoulder, and at the hack
complete Bill is now due.
it is but just and fair that the citi- are people of color and Uncle Same
is the ensemble
This friendly reminder is to guard
ens of Paducah Manilla do likewise, not particularly anxious to receive
Silk -Plush as a Material.
you against forgetfulness, and may
A pinkish gray plush cloak is bor- save you a
and do that which is best for the auch a sort of addition to his family
Ten Per Cent penalty.
Which means that if Paducah The admission of Cuba into the union tiered at the front, sleeves and 'neck
city
you are cordially invited to the
as a mere territory. like Hawaii or by cord braiding, with gilt braid
city treasurer's office at your earliest
owned its own plant. the retes
as a dependency, like Porto Rico within the silk cord. A third
wrsp convenience, that you may avoid the
cheaper
be much
would not be open to the same ob- is of mastic broadcloth with
stitched crowd and delay of the last days.
jeetinns, hut if the Cubans should he folds and bands of plush above the
WHAT A SIMPLE MATTER THAT
Yours very trulz,
THANKSGIVING DINdissatisfied with such a position, aorne- stitching. It is a comparatively simNER WOULD BE! YOU WOULDN'T DREA
D PREPARING IT
"The Question of Cuban Arinezstion. %hat humiliating as it
OR BE TOO TIRED TO EAT IT. BECAUSE
JOHN J. DORIAN,
would 'be ple matter to make a handsome
WITH A 1WDOUGALL KITCHEN CABINET
The recent intervention of the Unit• would there not probably follow the evening cape at home. Good quality
City
Treasur
er
IN YOUR KITCHEN THERE" IS NO
ed States in Cuban affairs has beer recrudescence of guerrilla warfare brinadeloth. 4hite silk fancy braid,
CLUTTER, MUSS AND
DISORDER TO WEAR YOU OUT
nvaseed by the European press with and would not public order be once a silk fining .of course, and pendants Ncw is the time to get a bottle of
AND WASTE YOUR
TIME.
he most vivid interest. Some of the more disturbed? The United States ealore, and the cape will stand close
scrutin
feels
it to be for her own interest that
y.
rman and French papers seem 0
A M'DOIMALL IN YOUR KITCHEN WILL
ink that Cuba has almost sacrificed the Cuban republic should continue
DO
FULLY
HALF YOUR WORK EVERY DAY OF YOUR
Half-Tight Coats.
I. IL HENDRICK, J. 0. WILIAM
r right to be regarded as a sane re- "stable and prosperous. Congress can
LIFE, PAY
FOR ITSELF IN DOLLARS SAVED IN KITC
A partly fitted broadtail coat, with
blic. The London Times regards do a good deal toward securing this
HEN SUPPLIES
WM. MARBLE.
WITHIN ONE YEAR, AND THEN PAY YOU
a natural outcome of America's end. By greatly increasing the fa- shawl collar and long sleeves (enS25 TO $30
EVERV YEAR THEREAFTER AS LONG
ency toward imperialism that vorable - conditions under which gli; tirely tirrtrimmed) is charming from
AS YOU LIVE.
BUT REMEMBER. THIS CAN ONLY BE SAID
Obi should be absorbed in the An - ban staples are admitted-into the Urilf Its elegant simplicity. Other handOF THE
ed States, a serious cause of disagree- some tight-fitting coats come with
0-Saxon republic.
More definite and cautious views ment would be obviated and the pros- cloth or velvet vests, the edges emwever. are taken by many eminent perity of the island proportionately broidered in gold or Persian colorLAWYER&
ings occasionally a trifle longer
bliciste of Europe. • Mr. Achille increased." .
than
The Cebinet that looks about the game as the
the box coat. Large revers and
Mr. Viallate is strongly of opfs
iallate, for insfance scouts at the
McDotrgall usually
cuffs
of
costs
that
about the same, and isn't as durable 07 es conveni
chinchi
unless
Practic
lla
a second Porfirio Diaz be
e in all the courts of Us
or broadtail,' or
of American annexation. The
tet,
haunt
marten on Persian lamb are state. 'Both Phones 31.
The cabinet that sells fer $2 to $4 less and is claimed
ed States, in spite of German laised np for Cuba, American interto be "good
enough" is usually thrown away in ewe veers. The
French convic papers, has no wish vention will from time to time be fashionable, and so Fhaped in some
Roomsand 3 Register Billie ,
McDoug
all lasts
a lifetime.
annex Cuba, he says in the Revue called for afreele—Translatirm Made examples that the entire revers is mg, 323 1-4 Broadway.
.
seen
or
only
for
e part, or when the
the Literary Digest.
ue (Peris). It would be acting
fronts arc entirely closed, hut an
With the genuine McDougall ..eilihg at from $18
rary to the administration's pol'edg
to jag, in the
name of economy, %shy have anythine else?
—G. L. Gray Co.'s soot destroyer is ir,g of fur is visible.
in Latin America. Nor would the
Take advantage of our thirty day trial plan and put
Etons.
ession of Cuba he of any advan- gold by all grocers. hardware dealers
in a McDouThe peerless Eton is he acknow
gall
now; anyway, drop in and have a look..
to the northern republic. The and druggists.
ledged queen of shapes, and is triment trade treaty secures America
—the tire departments were sum- med with fancy braid and
the advantages of a commercial
embroidery
BROOKHILL
•,
•-•
-cas •
which sh9, can desire. Her na- inonel at noon yesterday to the home in Parisian color; on Velvet vests
TELE
of Mrs. Charles Thomas of 902
PHON
NO.
and
E
collars.' In Whey examples,
444Clair
-stations on the island, moreover
her a strong strategic position. irr street,- burning soot deceiving the fronts may be turned hack to show
people inte believing the plaer \vaa. these elegant vests, and of
aribbean. It would be tlifficult
course
afire.
elbow sleeves are the fitting
e to give the Cubans the politaccompaniment to these jaunty coats. The
privileges they • would natttrally
Parties having tickets from Grand same shape in broadtail,
trimmed with
e. According to this writer. MT Union
Tea Co.. who haven't seen chinchilla or ermine and
finished by
elt and his advisers have quite their
112-114-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET,
agent, will learn aomethinta of jeweled buttons is another
PADUCAII, KY.
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
attractive
.up their minds upon this point
interest by addresairie 73e Clay. Old style, especially so to allwho
appre!
uote:
. 52,3 isa Broadway, Paducah, Ky
Phone 1292
elate true elegance.
New 'none 4po.
o tell the truth, President Rooee.
Menne
Muffs.
_e-M111111111111111
and his advisers have no deeitu
e
As
the
SPECI
smart
ALTIE
S:
dresser
s
must depend
flex Cuba. This would be to go
leer% fail to read OeilV.es ed
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR
upon muffs to protect their arms,
Abstracting of Titles,
contrary to their policy already Page two.
tbey
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
are consequently large and this
.
Issura
ace,
Corpor
ation
east
seaed toward the Latin-American
eon's novelty is almost square, slopMal notate lAW.
tics. It would nof look well for
LAWYER.
leindNng. Hisao& Id ing inward a
little toward the top.
who have been protectors of BiAieeman's.
OFFIC
ES:
Boston
,
Ky.,
rear
heel
What the terrier's -call "hame
ng
to profit by the miscarriage of
Marshall Cailatiy; Paducah, Ky
skins" is a special characteristic
—Ask your grocer, hardware dealer
of
ung republic so as to conlikale
T:te average cost of coaattactiffp
izooen 114 peateessey Btaidnir,
Ode
season.
-sed
is
Will prav!ire in all courts of K e
a
or
long
druggis• fir 6. L. Gra, cret's scot
fur tab, the
thile-e*Allroad in the Unit.tql States
dependence."
de/boy
ar,
Wiest
lbw
at
ma.
the
rt from feelings of aentitncnt or
yr/pent time, is about'. flensean01110ftsw 414
'
i(Camiasod ar,Aire 1111bIbi.
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Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream

BACON'S

RORY IS MONEY

If You Owned it Right Now,
Before Thanksgiving

Henthick, Mil
drb Marble

to

SHOES

- hhianinaffeheet

SC

BE

McDougall Kitchen Cabinets

I

DR. R. E. HARM

E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law

LAWYERS

•
at
AMY.

4.Vs

Where the
Skin Chaps

ONLY ONE TAX WARRAAT
WITH FEE Ur 0111,1

of
We rcommend the use
a
as
Cream
Henry's Aseptic
and
g
healin
never-disappointing
tor
application
softening
lips.
or
chapped or cracked skin
for
Is a one night cure
chapped bps and skin roughness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies Delightly perfumed.
el
„Not the least bit sticky
the
into
right
Rubs
greasy.
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COUNTY CLERK ALBEN BARK
S
NEOU
MRS. ELIZA SWEENEY GOT
ERRO
HAD
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SMED
THAT C()UNTY CLERK
WARTAX
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ENT PROP
MADE C 'IT THE DELINQU
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FOR
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A Free
Exhibition

Mrs. Eliza Sweeney's stunts harey yes- warrants are required for statat and
County Attori - y Albin Barkle
not,'at first gleaca so tefore, for years back, have consisted
is
taxes
county
Sheriff
terdav rendered us opinion to
easy of solueon. The law eself o of getting beastly drunk, wallowing
Hiram
Clerk
quay
silent upon the subject. • But, taking around in the gutters and fighting the
Ogilvie and C
nce
differs
skin.
the
g
:ettlin
tne` - law as a whole, I am convinced officers when they arrested her, but
Smedley. therby
of
t
it was the intention of the legis- a night or two aeo eie ens. nut
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that
the
of opinion regarling
t to keep her
that one warrant should cover esc had ceough 1,
lature
make
to
charges the clerk is permitted
tax
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county
and
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state
attent
both
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more
othing
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ing the sheriff to gotA prominent business man was
eelinquent taxes a writing direct
sheriff can collo
sell so much of seated in his sitt tig room at home in
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ch.e,
tax
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lect
that
decided
The at
state,
due.
to the property as will pay the
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the center of the city when hie atCounty Clerk So iettLy would have
penalty •ention was aurae cd by som, loud
with
taxes,
t
distric
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county
separ"sue one warrant only for the
how
clerk and costs. Section 26 directs
talking at the front door where his
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ate county and state !axes. The
estate
real
sell
and
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advert
shall
he
tax
daughter had gone to answer the bell
i- allowed to charge ei for each
not been paid The gentlemen walked out and asked
have
taxes
which
upon
at
warrant issued. says the county
I anil, upon the state of sale, if no his visitor e hat she wants&
torney.
purchaser appears, the sheriff is to
uch
"I am Mrs. Sweeney," she replied,
Mr. Smedley thought that inasm
property for the county "and I have got too have a quilt to
the
se
purcha
(the
him
to
WE USE
as the sheriff certitied
adverin and state He is required to
keep use warm tonight." She was, in.
clerk) the delinquent county tax
in a
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four
for
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a
once
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d no quilt ewes there for her, and
state
forme
uent
one column, and the delinq
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writte
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tax, in another columa that lie
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cler) had to issue one warrant
intention to sell the property, have the quilt, and this was about as
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tax,
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STYLE
PICTUIR
sheriff to collect the
time he
FOR NEARLY EVERY GRADE AND
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y
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for
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AND OUR PATTERNS ARE\IMIOT
business man tried to talk
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MOULDING MANUFACTU112
back state tax, from. The clerk
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Only
taxes.
state
to
THE ONES THAT BELONG TO BARGAIN SALES ALTHOUG111 WIS
als t of the opinion that he had
Eliza, whose 'long
he quired in order to make the sale le- ance of Mrs
charge $2.65 for each warrant,
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a
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you FREE TRADING STAMPS. which 'Witte. you • a FREE
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which time Mrs Brown ad her sister, hot% they breathe a message of huPRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
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and Night
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DINES YOU NEED.
In one of the sul irban towns a home-made jellies. A third, who inI
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THE FILLING OF
year or so ago, severv' neighbors who herited her gift for dainty cookery
REwere the best f friends elected to from a line of famous Dutch hausHOWEVER,
CORRECTLY,
co-operative dinner. This not fraus, brought a delectable talad, a
have
WInRES TECHNICAL TRAINING on thea score
of economy, but for sod. store of wondrous homemade pickles
WS WELL AS YEARS OF FRAC- ability. Such a success did it prove and cakes that would melt in your
"ICAL EXPERIENCE.
financially, from a labor-saving point mouth; while a fourth—a bachelor
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while a bachelor, otherwise "all for-
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LOST—A letter containing Express Company receipt. Return, and
get reward at this office.
LOST—A folding door key on
E7oadway between Second and Sixth
o, Sixth between Broadway and Medi
son. Finder return to this office and
eceive reward.

With Danan Shoes
Chefirst is theLastConsideration

FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Seventh and Broadway. Apply to B. H.
SCOTT.

IIIIMPIIIIIIIMArramrainaammamplaar
The Hallpin lint it jou like the

WANTED—Local men in every4
town in the United States to distribute advertising matter; DO canvass!NG AND EXPERIENCE.
A small family party at Thanksifv- lorn," sent as an advance guard to ing; permanent $3 daily. Harty Conin4 is apt to drag; but with men his appearing a baske, of beautiful t ris, Chicago
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FOR engraved cards, give your
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and tell stories of the long ago; a The carving was done at the table Thristmas order to Paducah Printing
d Book-Binding C.o, nose sco.
big kitchen or furnace fire where the 'midst great hilarity by one of tie.'
youngsters caa shake the corn pop- men who was specially expert in that
Expert Accountant
pers and rosin chestnuts. while the line; the young women took turns in
Will post, examine, systematise and
young people play omes sing and changing plates for the different
audit books by the day, week, or the
make merry 'n the old, old fashion courses. As there was no hurry in the
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irelock tomorrow morning before
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human loot. biesnee the human foot
is used as a model.
Around this last is fashioned_ the

M'PHERSON'S
DRUG STORE

HAN AN

OUR
'PURE GUM
SEAMLESS
HOT WATER BOTTLES
AND
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES
ARE GUARANTEED
TO
STAND THE TEST
OF
TIME. THEY ARE SOFT
AND
PLIABLE
AND
STRONG AND HAVE NO
SEAMS TO COME
UNGLUED QUALITY
AND
DURABILITY
CONSIDERED,
OUR
RUBBER
GOODS ARE THE CHEAPEST IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE BIGGEST LINE.

R. W. W ILKER CO.
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and. roadway.
hones :75.
0.4C -J

--•
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Judge R. J. Bugg of Bardweli was
here yesterday en route home from
Miayfield where he is holding court
The jury is now out in the McClain
killing case. The judge goes back to
Mayfield Monday to receive whatever
verdict' is returned.
' Miss Jane Skeffington .of Dyersburg. Tenn. will arrive this week to
vjsit Mrs. George Flournoy at the
latter's home. "Lolomai Lodge."
Mr. NewPt Broadway arrived in the
City this morning to visit his sister
Mrs. Herbert Householder.
Mr
Broadway has been connected with
several paper: in Missouri and Mississippi. .
Ideal Meat Market
312 Broadway
Bear
Meat and
Vedas
Thanksgiving.
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THE FASHIONS S
IN NEW YORK

also•—ehapaly ansart and

conziortatils.
Your it,. in a HANAJN is smaller
than in anyothsr shoe

RIVER NEWS
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Your sails

faction will be greater
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Cochran Shoe Co.
405
BROADWAY

"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER---TNATIS QUALITY."
IIMMIIMMI

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rant. Lot us build the home; yes pay Ise it as yea
imp rent. Vacant ism in all pr* of the clay. Moe losses the
proposed car azaassios ea Shroad to odes Swat and sa Aim
stream from egs to Ws am& Day now on
insmilossm
piss
while thew The is the highest gromd lathe eihy. Property lb
anyone:Sag swift.

M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
Lased D. lissises. Pee& and Mgr. Pb... Oh

Boot Sale Extrai-Ordinari
SiltILDOP4 DO YOT MAX OF SUCH VALUES
AND NYVIIR BILFORS IN PADUCAH
SELDOM DO YOU HEAR 0
BEFORE IN PADUCAH.

SUCH VALUES AND NEVER

Thousands of the prettiest, daintiest and best books published will
be on sale. These books pre just the thing for Christmas remembrances. they gladen the heart and please the fancy.
We are offering the six biggest selling books in the Units.
Staten at Soc each but Ton can get them• only at our store.

SAUL BIEGINS MONDAY, NON. 26

D. E. WILSON ire Book Ob:Meek

Mas„
AT HARBOURS )t? AR.TMILNT STORE
16.1immommr

FOR THE BEST COAL IN THE MARKET
PHONE /54
GENUINE
TR ADEWATER

CO A L

REALpnrIG

West Kentucky Coal Co.
_

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio

•

_

